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H

obby Classes (Mother Earth)

On 30 Apr 2021, the online Hobby Classes were conducted successfully. Hobby Cl theme
for the month of Apr was "Mother Earth". Students enthusiastically showed their interest, efforts
and creativity. The activity conducted for Cl I and II was Dry Leaves Activity (Group A) and Poster Making
Activity was conducted for Cl III to V (Group B). Students participated actively in these activities.
Children of Cl I and II were able to develop their craft and imagination skills while making animals, birds
etc. with dry leaves. Students of Cl III to V made attractive, captivating and thought provoking posters on
Mother Earth. Their drawings expressed their understanding of the value and importance of mother Earth
along with its sufferings. One of the most important and praiseworthy thing that happened during this class
was punctuality. Everyone did their work within the given time limit and with instructed format. Few
beautiful pieces of art are given below:-

7

5th Independence Celebration : Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav
(23 to 29 Apr 2021)

This year we are celebrating the 75th Anniversary of India’s Independence as ‘Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav’ proposed by Ministry of Defence. This Mahotsav was celebrated by undertaking various
activities from 23rd to 29th Apr 2021. The theme of the Mahotsav for the month of Apr was ‘Aatma nirbhar
Bharat’. Details of activities conducted under the theme ‘Aatma nirbhar Bharat’ are given below:(a)
Innovation Competition (26 Apr) - In this activity a presentation was given to the
students in which various innovations under Aatma nirbhar Bharat schemes were explained.
song based on Aatma Nirbhar Bharat was also shared. Students too shared their ideas that
how every individual by using "Made in India "can play their part in making India Atmanirbhar.

(b)
Equipment display of Make in India (27 Apr).
Recorded information of Equipment
display of Make in India with the help of presentation to make it more interesting was given to
children. Children got to know about the different equipment under Make in India Project. The
details of the equipment were given through the online presentation video.

(c)
)Medical Campaign (28 Apr).
Recorded information of the topic was given to the
children with the help of presentation. The details of the different medical campaigns were given
through the online presentation video.
(d)
Virtual Visit to Science Museum/Tech Iinstitute/Tech Museum (29 Apr).
As Science
and technology plays an important role for the students, so the school conducted a virtual museum
tour for them. In this tour, different museums were shown to children (virtually) with the help of
PowerPoint presentations and videos. The following four museums were incl in the presentation :(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Jawahar Toy Museum, Puducherry
Human Brain Museum, Bangalore
Nehru Science Centre, Mumbai
Regional Science Centre, Dehradun

Importance of these museum were explained to them. Though the events were
virtual but students were very excited and showed their interest in the above mentioned
events/activities. They enjoyed as well as learnt a lot from these presentation/activities.

L

abour’s Day (1 May 2021).

Labour Day is celebrated to honour and recognise the work and contribution of labourers.
This year APS, Birpur celebrated Labour's Day on 3 May (1 May being holiday). Prachi Mahar (9C) from
Thimayya House presented speech to appraise its origin and about the significance of the day. Students
from Cl VI to VIII drew sketches and posters to express their gratitude towards Labours and their
relentless services. We must all acknowledge and respect their effort to make our nation beautiful.
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5th Independence Celebration : Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav
(7 - 13 May 2021) Pry Sec.

(a)
This year we are celebrating the 75th Anniversary of India’s Independence as ‘Azadi
Amrit Mahotsav’ proposed by Ministry of Defence.

ka

(b)
The theme of the Mahotsav for the month of May was ‘Ek Bharat, Shresth Bharat’
and ‘Swachchh Bharat’.
(c)
Details of activities conducted under the theme ‘Ek Bharat, Shresth Bharat’ and ‘
Swachchh Bharat’ are given below:(i)
Ek Bharat, Shresth Bharat- Under this theme ‘Essay Writing/Paragraph Writing’
activity was conducted online. All the students participated in the activity and they penned
down their opinions about the theme.
(ii)
Swachchh Bharat - Under this theme ‘Clean your room’ activity was
conducted online. All the students participated in the activity and they showed their
enthusiasm for Cleanliness. However the events were virtual but students were very
excited and showed their interest in the above mentioned events/activities. They enjoyed
as well as learnt a lot from these activities. Some pictures are given below
as an example of
the enthusiasm of the students:-

T

heme : Swachh Bharat (75th Anniversary of India's
Independence is being celebrated as 'Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav’.
Under the given theme ‘Swach Bharat’ school organized event to Click photo/painting of nearby
Cleanliness drive maintaining the protocol of covid-19 from 7 -13 May 2021. Students from Cl6 -12
participated and initiated Cleanliness drive in their nearby locations of residence. Students were made
aware of the personal and social hygiene. They showed their consent regarding the event and message to
be given to the Nation by drawing out paintings and going out for the Cleanliness drive. Best paintings
positions are :(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Ezhil Naugai
Khushmeet Saini
Kartike Dhami
Ishita
Komal

-

10 E
7A
7C
9 E (Consolation)
6 E (Consolation)

other’s Day (9 May 2021).

M

It is rightly said "A mother is your first friend, a true friend and forever friend". In Primary
Section Thimayya house on 9th May organized the celebration of Mother’s day. Students were
given writing prompt --- Let’s show our mothers that how much we love her and care for her and make her
day very, very special. The below were the writing prompts given to the students:(WRITING PROMPTS)
•
Tell why you love your mom.
•
Explain how you know your mom loves you.
•
Write about some important things you have learned from your mom.
•
What are some things you can do to make your mom’s life easier?
•
What do you think is the hardest part about being a mom?
•
If you could give your mom anything in the world for Mother’s Day, what it would be
•
Describe something that made your mom really happy.
•
Write about five things a good mom must do.
•
How can you tell when your mom is proud of you?

I

nter Cl– Book Mark And Book Cover Making Competition.
Reading and Writing cannot be separated. Reading is
breathing in; writing is breathing out.
On 07 May, 2021 the Online Inter ClBook Mark and Book Cover Making Competition was
successfully conducted. The creativity and enthusiasm shown by children was praiseworthy. These
competitions increased the thinking and the creative level of children. They were given a full chance to
showcase their artistic talent.

E

k Bharat Shresth Bharat.

The online inter Cl drawing competition was conducted for Cl VI to XII from 07 May 2021 13 May 2021 during the Art period. Every Student participated in this activity enthusiastically and
exhibited his/her great artistic skills in a very innovative & creative manner.

N

ational Technology Day (11 May 21).

A day to mark the achievement and advancement in the field of Science and Technology.
Thimayya house student ( AMAN BISHT- 6 A, Manpreet Singh - VIIA, Ayushi Tripathi -XI B)
prepared Power point presentation, videos giving brief about its start and significance and recent science
and technological development in India. Akshat Singh - VIIIE delivered a speech to explain how
technological advancement, its inventions and discoveries have become a necessity and integral part of
everyday life.

nter House – Yoga Competition. ‘Yoga is essentially a
practice for your soul, working through the medium of
your body.’

I

On 12 May 2021, the Inter House Yoga Competition was conducted successfully (online). The
enthusiasm shown by children was praiseworthy. The competition was conducted to help the students
develop their physical strength along with mental peace and mental strength. Students enthusiastically
participated and wondrously showcased their skill. It was amazing to watch the stretch ability and strength
along with amazing postures of the students while performing Yoga poses.

S

upw Activity (Block Printing).

It was conducted for Cl VI to XII from 10 May - 15 May 2021 during their respective Art
period. Students participated in the activity and demonstrated their innovation & creativity
enthusiastically.

C

ampus Coach - Career & University Fest (Virtual).

APS Birpur hosted Campus Coach- Career and University Fest in Virtual mode on 22nd
May 2021 under the guidance of Mrs Neetu Kant Uniyal PGT- History from 11.00 am to 1.00 pm.
The commencement of the event was done by Priyanshu Mahar of XII B. He gave the welcome speech to
all the participants and dignitaries. Thereupon, Mrs. Neelam Kaushik, Principal, Army Public School,
Birpur addressed the gathering. The eminent guests and speakers of the pgme were:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Mr. Gaurav Yadava from Campus Coach.
Mrs. Vijetavalsan
Mrs. Meenu Arora from Krea University
Dr. P. Giridhar Kini- Director- Manipal Academy of Higher Education.
Mr. Azhar Siddiqui- K.R.Mangalam University.

Mr. Yadav stated the event’s agenda, which was to inform the students about various scholarships
available for higher education and to tell them about various universities courses and degrees. The first
half was covered by Mrs. Vijetavalsan. She gave commendable information and updates regarding
various national and international scholarships for the students. She stated the qualification, eligibility
criteria and other essential documentation needed for students to acquire these scholarships. Information
regarding some worthy scholarships, which are mentioned below were also given to the students:(a)
(b)
(c)

Albert Einstein International Scholarship Test
The National Scholarship Exam
Nationwide Education and Scholarship Test

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana
OCSI Scholarships
Tata Scholarship
Yale University Scholarship
Melbourne University International Undergraduate Scholarships.

Other speakers informed the students about the edifying courses and holistic approach of their respective
university. 4eatures, courses, placement opportunity and a chance to expand their futuristic horizon was
explained in a simple yet explicit manner. Towards the end of the event, the last half hour was saved for
the students’ queries and feedback on the session. Students of Cl XII laid their doubts and queries before
the experts and got them resolved. The pgme came to an end with a vote of thanks by Manas Thapa, Cl
XI. It was a great learning event for the students.

A

rticles published in Newspaper ‘TOI-Newspaper in
Education’ on 31 May and 01 Jun 2021.

Writing is the means to express our ideas while preserving our personal experiences and our
memories. The children of our school have written articles on the topic ‘Different ways to stay positive in
this difficult time of COVID – 19’ that were published in the newspaper. The students shared their ways to
keep themselves mentally and physically strong and attract positive vibes.

D

rawing plays a big role in the cognitive development of students. It helps in improving and bringing
out the inner talent and creativity in children. The children of our school had done paintings that
were published in the newspaper. Below are the two paintings that were published in the Times of
India, Student’s Edition on 02 Jun and 03 Jun 2021:-

